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Logline:
As the worst demonic sect keeps leaving their mark in the shape and form of human sacrifices,
the bravest Mr. X will be tested to infiltrate the cult as a new member among them.

Synopsis:
The Twelve Apostles ´s urban legend becomes more than real as their heinous crimes keep
being performed camouflaged as necessary human sacrifices for their deities.
The chosen new joiners who are first gathered and then fooled by the preaching inside their
narrow circle attempt to get out, telling some of the secrets that lead them to an imminent
deadly destiny.
Among the devilish chaos reigning town, detective Andrei Kirikian and Erika Matanic are met
by chance to be in charge not only about the investigation, but also regarding the risky future
task of penetrate the lines of these satanic worshipers.
Using a rogue ex-cop and former hero in the lines of duty as well as Erika ´s dad best friend,
the man with no name now referred to as Mr. X starts cooperating with their new partners in
order to put an end to such atrocity, whilst secretly planning out his revenge against the very
man who ate his girl ´s heart in a former sacrifice years ago: the cult leader, Angelo.
As the police officers develop the determined plan before taking matters into their own
disciple ´s hands, the final dreadful outcome determines other results as expected whilst Mr. X
creates his own course of action based on lies, deceits within and outside the hellish secret
society, at the same time his hidden deeds in order to get to the top of the hellish pyramid are
thoroughly established always steps ahead of the rest.
Now, Andrei and Erika face not only their previous enemy multiplied by twelve apostles, but a
new one unlucky thirteen that should be playing on their side.

